The San Buenaventura University, founded by the **Franciscan Province of la Santa Fe de Colombia**, is based on the Franciscan values of respect, peace, freedom and justice. Considering **Jesus Christ as the center of the Universe** and History and proclaiming universal brotherhood, it promotes the simplicity of the relationship among the members of the academic community.

**OUR UNIVERSITY**

Our main campus is located in **Bogotá**, District Capital of the Country, and supported by the three sectionals in **Medellín, Cali and Cartagena**. Together we are working to provide consistent academic excellence for our students.

San Buenaventura University is a private Higher Education Institution that offers high quality services to meet the needs of society; it bases its identity in three key dimensions: The academic, the catholic and finally, the Franciscan identity.

Through its Franciscan perception of the human being, of science, and the world in general, San Buenaventura University will become a leader in the development of Knowledge. By 2017, it will be recognized both nationally and internationally for its innovative capacity in the production of knowledge, research, and the competitiveness of its curriculum.
OUR CAMPUS

Our 52 acre campus is built and growing on the principle of balance and harmony with nature, where a wide variety of the tropical flora is an essential part. It holds modern facilities such as several sports fields and courts that serve for cultural and academic events. Among a cafeteria, and a chapel.

Some of our functional buildings include:

Fray Antonio de Marchena O.F.M Library
Our library supports our academic programs through an adequate organization, promotion and diffusion of information on the different fields of knowledge. The library owns a collection of over 13,000 hard titles, 900 academic periodic publications, and over 1,800 electronic publications.

Auditoriums
The campus owns several halls and auditoriums that host high-impact events all year. The Main Hall can hold 464 people, supported by the Torreón Hall, the D5 Auditorium, Satellite Rooms 1 and 2, and several Meeting Rooms.

Functional Training Center
The Functional Training Center is an area meant for physical exercise and recreation. It holds a variety of training equipment as well as qualified staff to care for the needs of its users.

Laboratories
They hold the purpose of supporting scientific research and serving the community by innovating in the field of health and industry, and offering high quality services. It offers two Post-Graduate courses that allow students to receive a Co-joint title, granted by the three Higher Education Institutions that form the partnership for the School.
San Buenaventura University groups its academic programs in 5 faculties that offer Bachelor Degrees as well as Post-graduate courses, Seminars, Certificate Courses and Workshops in the different fields of Knowledge. In addition to the faculties, two other centers support the different areas of study:

**Research Center**

The Research Center makes an important part of our functions as an academic entity, and as such we emphasize on it to our students as a creative and competitive way to respond to the multiple needs of society. Our Research Center obeys to the Academic Direction of our University and is in charge of coordinating disciplinary, multidisciplinary, basic and applied scientific research.

**Latin American School of International Cooperation and Development**

The school is born as an initiative of the Italian Foreign Affairs Ministry, funded and executed by several Italian NGO’s and the Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA); partnered with the University of Pavia (Italy), the Institute for Advance Study of Pagia (Italy) and the San Buenaventura Cartagena University, it acts as a center of superior education and research that promotes international Cooperation for Development by designing and executing several projects.

---

**ACADEMIC PROGRAMS**

**Bachelor Degrees**

- Business Administration Snies 2526
- Public Accounting Snies 3252

**Specialized Degrees**

- Finance Management applied to the market of capitals Snies 53781
- Security Management in alliance with La Universidad Militar de Nueva Granada Snies 52991

**Specialized Degrees in alliance with**

- Human Resources Management Snies 103008
- Commercial Enterprise Management Snies 102941
- Quality Assurance Snies 9912
- Information Systems Management Snies 20482
- Quality Assurance and Health Auditing Snies 103026
- Safety and Health in the Work Environment Snies 16749
Political Sciences and Law

Bachelor Degrees

- Law Snies 2525

Specialized Degrees

- Maritime and Port Law Snies 53625
- Public International Law Snies 90594
- Environmental and Natural Resources Law Snies 101656

Education and Social Sciences

Bachelor Degrees

- Early Childhood Education Snies 101802
- Modern Languages with emphasis in English and French Snies 19741
- Physical Education and Recreation Snies 52145
- Psychology Snies 54106

Specialized Degrees

- Clinical Psychology Snies 54689
- Theory and Methodology of Sports Training Snies 104691

Master’s Degrees

- Master’s Degree in Education Sciences Snies 103022
- Master’s Degree in English Teaching in alliance with La Universidad de Caldas Snies 103603

Health Sciences

Bachelor Degrees

- Microbiology Snies 4071
- Physical Therapy Snies 6660
- Speech - Language Therapy Snies 54123

Master’s Degrees

- Clinical Biochemistry Snies 90643
- Clinical Biochemistry Extent in alliance with Institución Universitaria Colegio Mayor de Antioquia Snies 101969
- Clinical Microbiology Snies 10762

Engineering, Architecture, Arts and Design

Bachelor Degrees

- Architecture Snies 4092
- Chemical Engineering Snies 1415

Specialized Degrees

- Urbanism and Territorial Development Snies 90483
- Process Engineering Petroleum Refining and Petrochemicals Basic Snies 104718

Latin American School of International Cooperation for Development

Specialized Degrees

- International Cooperation for Development in alliance with La Universidad de Pavia - Italia Snies 13476

Master’s Degrees

- International Cooperation for Development in alliance with La Universidad de Pavia - Italia Snies 103030